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ABSTRACT

  This paper presents a novel watermarking technique for
digital audio signals. A visually recognizable binary image
served as a watermark is embedded into an audio signal in
discrete cosine transform domain. In order to enhance
robustness and make good use of masking characteristics of the

audio signal, the techniques of pseudo-random permutation and
energy-based permutation are used during watermarking. The
experimental results show that the proposed watermarking
technique is robust to several signal manipulations, such as

filtering, compression, and so on.

1. INTRODUCTION

  With the development of computer and network, digital
image, audio, video and other multimedia products are rapidly

proliferating. Compared with analog media, digital media can
be edited and stored easily, duplicated without distortion and
propagandized with low cost. Unfortunately, those advantages
bring several serious issues, such as illegally copying, pirating,

etc. Those problems have been the severe obstacles in the
applications of computer and network. Protecting intellectual
property of digital media has been paid attention by
governments all over the world. The watermarking of digital

images, audio, video, and multimedia products in general has
been proposed for resolving copyright ownership and verifying
originality of content [1].
  The main content of this paper is to present a novel
watermarking technique for digital audio signal. The two main

characteristics of the watermarks for audio signals are
inaudible and robustness. They mean that the watermark does
not render audible artifacts and can survive from various
manipulations and signal processing operations on the

watermarked audio signal, for example, filtering, resampling,
adding noise, lossy compression, A/D-D/A conversions, and so
on. In [2], four methods for embedding data into audio signal
are proposed, including low-bit coding, phase coding, spread

spectrum and echo data hiding. In [3], the watermark is

generated by filtering a PN-sequence with a filter approximates

the frequency masking characteristics of the human auditory
system. It is then weighted in the time domain to account for
temporal masking. Experimental results show that the scheme
is robust in the presence of many signal processing operations.
In [4], the proposed algorithm permutes the host audio signal in

time domain and then embeds watermarks in frequency domain.
In [5], the watermark embedding scheme is highly related to
the audio signal contents. First, the original audio signal is
divided adaptively into different kinds of segments according

to its characteristics in the time domain. Then the embedding
scheme is designed for each segment according to the
properties in the frequency domain. Finally a multiple-echo
hopping technique is used to embed and extract watermarks.

  In all of the watermarking schemes proposed above, the used
watermarks are noise-like sequence patterns and can be
detected by employing “detection theory ”. Since the visually
recognizable pattern is more intuitive for representing one’s

identify than a random number sequence does, so the
watermark used in this paper is a binary image. Because
discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a real transform and has
good energy compaction capacity, the DCT domain is selected
for watermarking digital audio signals

  This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
method of embedding a watermark into a digital audio signal.
The approach of extracting the watermark from a suspicious
audio signal is described in section 3. The experimental results

are shown in section 4. The conclusions of this paper are given
in section 5.

2. EMBED WATERMARK INTO DIGITAL
AUDIO SIGNAL

  Suppose A is the digital audio signal with L sampled data. It
can be represented as

             { }Llla <≤= 0),(A                  (1)

where { })12(,,2,1,0)( −∈ pla Λ  is the amplitude of lth

sample data and p is the bit number used in each sample data.
    Suppose W is a watermark binary image of size
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21 MM × . It can be represented as:

      { }21 0,0),,( MjMijiw <≤<≤=W        (2)

where { }1,0),( ∈jiw .

  The block diagram of embedding the watermark W into the

audio signal A is shown in Fig.1
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Fig.1 Embed a watermark into a digital audio signal

2.1.  Decrease Dimension of the Watermark
  Because the watermark is a 2-D image and the audio signal
is a 1-D sequence, hence the watermark must be converted to

1-D sequence before watermarking. The decreasing dimension
operation can be expressed as

{ }jMikMjMijiwkv +×=<≤<≤== 221 ,0,0),,()(V (3)

2.2. Pseudo-random Permutation
  In order to eliminate correlation between the elements in the

watermark sequence V , pseudo-random permutation is

performed on the sequence, that is

   { })(',0),'()(      

)(

21 MMkkkvkv

Permute

p

p

×<≤==

= VV
    (4)

where the element being at th'k  position is shuffled to the

kth element position according to the pseudo-random
permutation rule.

2.3.  Segment the Digital Audio Signal

  To embed those 21 MM ×  permuted watermark elements,

21 MM ×  data segments of audio signal are needed,

moreover, each data segment only hide one watermark element.
Suppose each data segment has N sampled dada, so the original
audio signal can be divided into two parts.

               re AAA +=                     (5)

where { }NMMllae ××<≤= )(0),( 21A  is one part

being close relationship to embed the watermark and

{ }LlNMMlar <≤××= )(),( 21A  is another part

having nothing to do with watermarking and will not be
alterable after watermarking operations.

  The part eA  in equation (5) can also be represented as

       { })(0),( 21 MMkkAee ×<≤=A         (6)

where )(kAe  is kth data segment to hide kth elements in the

permuted watermark.

2.4.  Discrete Cosine Transform

  Perform discrete cosine transform (DCT) on eA .

 { })(0)),(()(

)(

21 MMkkADCTkD

DCT

ee

ee

×<≤==
=

      
AD

 (7)

where { }NmmkdkD ee <≤= 0),)(()(  is the DCT results

of the kth audio data segment )(kAe  and ))(( mkd e  is the

mth DCT coefficient in )(kDe .

2.5.  Energy-Based Permutation
  In DCT domain, the coefficient with zero index is the DC

component and the coefficients with nonzero indices are the
AC components. The more energy of those AC components
has, the more complexity of the waveform audio signal is. The
watermark should be embedded into the parts with rich AC

energy. The energy-base permutation is accomplished as
follows.
  Step 1: Calculate AC energy of all the audio dada segments
in DCT domain independently and then sort them.

  Step 2: Shuffle each pseudo-random permuted watermark
elements to the spatial position according to the sorted order of
the energy-based permutation.

 { })(',0),'()(      

)(

21 MMkkkvkv

ACPermute

pa

pa

×<≤==

= VV
   (8)

2.6.  Embed Watermark

  Select a coefficient from N DCT coefficients of )(kDe to

embed the corresponding element )(kV a  in energy-based

permuted watermark sequence aV .

  To enhance the robustness of the proposed technique, lower
frequency coefficient is selected (DC component except).

Suppose the index of the selected coefficient is wm , so the

watermark sequence is embedded in terms of the following

equation.
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where α  is scale factor used to control the modified degree.

The value of scale factor α  is determined by the tradeoff

between the robustness of the watermark and the application

conditions of the digital audio signal.

  So { }NmmkdkD ee <≤= 0),)((')(' that is



     { })(0),('' 21 MMkkD ee ×<≤=D         (10)

2.7. Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
  After inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) performing

on e'D , the part related to embed the watermark into the

audio signal is watermarked and acquired.

  { })(0)),('(

)(

21 MMkkDIDCT
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e

ee

×<≤=
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    (11)

  Substitute e'A  with eA  in equation (5) the watermarked

audio signal is obtained

            rew AAA += '                     (12)

  In general, signal-to-noise (SNR) is used as a measure to

evaluate the differences between the original audio signal and
the watermarked audio signal.

3. WATERMARK EXTRACTION

  The watermarking technique proposed in this paper is audio-

dependent, that is, the original audio signal A  is required to

extract watermark from a suspicious audio signal sA . The

block diagram of watermark extraction is shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2 Extract watermark from suspicious audio signal

3.1 Segment the Digital Audio Signals

  The original audio signal A  and suspicious audio signal

sA  are divided into two parts and blocked into several data

segments according equation (5) and (6) respectively.

            re AAA +=                     (13-1)

            srses AAA +=                  (13-2)

where { })(0),( 21 MMkkAee ×<≤=A

      { }LlNMMlar <≤××= )(),( 21A

      { })(0),( 21 MMkkAsese ×<≤=A

      { }LlNMMlassr <≤××= )(),( 21A

  eA  and seA  are related to embedding watermark in the

original audio signal and the suspicious audio signal
respectively

3.2 Discrete Cosine Transform

  Perform discrete cosine transform (DCT) on eA  and seA .
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3.3 Extract Watermark Information
  From equation (9), the watermark information can be
extracted according to the following equation in DCT domain.

)))(())(('(
))((

1
)( wewse

we
sa mkdmkd

mkd
kv −

×
=

α
(15)

  Because the extracted watermark sequence saV  is binary

pattern, so it must be normalized.
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where the Threshold is determined by user.

3.4 Inverse Energy-Based Permutation
  Perform inverse energy-based permutation on the extracted

watermark sequence saV  according to the energy-based

permutation rule generated before.

{ })(',0),'()(      

)(

21 MMkkkvkv

IACPermute

sasp
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×<≤==
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  (17)

3.5  Inverse Pseudo-Random Permutation
  Perform Inverse pseudo-random permutation on the

sequence spV  and obtain the normal order of the extracted

watermark sequence.

 { })(',0),'()(      

)(

21 MMkkkvkv

IPermute
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= VV
  (18)

3.6  Increase Dimension
  The extracted watermark sequence sV  is a 1-D pattern, but

the watermark is a 2-D image, so the increase dimension

operation must be carried out on the sequence sV .

{ }jMikMjMikvjiw sss +×=<≤<≤== 221 ,0,0),(),(W  (19)

3.7  Similarity Measurement
  In the watermarking technique proposed in this paper, the
used watermark is a visually recognizable pattern. In order to
eliminate the subjective effects caused by the viewer, the

experimental conditions and other factors, normalized



correlation (NC) is used to objectively evaluate the similarity
of the extracted watermark and the original watermark [6]. NC

is defined as
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

  In experiments, 8-bits, 22.05kb samples/s digital audio
signal is used as the original audio signal whose waveform is

shown in Fig.3(a). The watermark is a binary 6464 ×  image

shown in Fig.4(a).
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  Fig.3 (a)The waveform of the original audio signal  (b) The

waveform of the watermarked audio signal.

                
      (a)                (b)               (c)

                
      (d)                (e)               (f)
  Fig.4 (a)The original watermark.  (b)The permuted

watermark.  (c)The extracted watermark from lossy
compression version of Fig.3(b).  (d)The extracted watermark
from low filtered version of Fig.3(b).  (e)The extracted
watermark from mean filtered version of Fig.3(b).   (f)The
extracted watermark from low filtered version of Fig.3(b).

  To embed each pixel of watermark, each audio data segment
of 8 sampled data is used. In DCT domain, the AC component

)2)((kd e  is selected and modified according to equation (9).

The waveform of the watermarked audio signal is shown in
Fig.3(b) (PSNR=43.96).

  The pseudo-random permuted watermark is shown in
Fig.4(b). In general, the attacks to the watermarked audio
signal include filter, lossy compression, and so on. Fig.4(c)
shows the extracted watermark from 5:1 lossy compression

version of Fig.3(b) (NC=0.776). Fig.4(d) shows the extracted
watermark from low-pass filtered version of Fig.3(b)
(NC=0.850). Fig.4(e) shows the extracted watermark from
mean filtered version of Fig.3(b) (NC=0.778). Fig.4(f) shows
the extracted watermark from Fig.3(b) (NC= 0.999).

  By making use of the visual characteristics of human eye
and the objective measure NC, it is easy to determine the
ownership of the digital audio signal.

5. CONCLUSIONS

  In this paper, a novel technique of digital watermarking
audio signal is proposed. The technique is audio-dependent,
that is, the original watermark is required in watermark
extraction. A visually recognizable binary image served as a
watermark is embedded into the audio signal in DCT domain.

During watermarking, the technique of pseudo-random
permutation and energy-based permutation are used to enhance
the robustness and make good use of the masking
characteristics of the audio signal. Experimental results show

that the proposed technique is robust to several attacks on the
watermarked audio signal.
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